Avenida de La Almozara S/N  Zaragoza 50003.
Phone numbers:
•  switchboard: 976443626
•  Recepción: 976443626
E-mail: elsoto@et.mde.es

9 tennis courts, 4 paddle courts
3 fronton courts, 1 5-a-side pitch
1 basket court
5 pools, terraces, picnic areas,
Team games area, ball dance, sauna, playroom
Restaurant and event rooms
Sheltered parking lot
WHO WE ARE:
“El Soto” sport and socio-cultural military centre is intended to facilitate the users’ sport activities practice and favor their cultural and social action, as well as their families, promoting the social relation and friendship.

SPORTS

Tennis lessons, paddle, fronton, indoor cycle
Tennis, paddle and fronton tournaments,
Swimming lessons
Aerobic gymnastics, yoga, ball dance,
zumba, latin dance
Skiing offers agreements, mountain excursions

LEISURE TIME CAMPS

We organize holidays camps in our facilities for children from 3 to 14 years old, in summer and Easter, with different sport-cultural activities adapted to the participants’ age.

SOCIAL EVENTS

Organization of parties, celebrations and meetings which, periodical or exceptionally, take place in the centre, as well as any other social event to be held

CULTURAL EVENTS

English lessons, drawing and possibility to request “El Soto” choir

MORE INFORMACIÓN

http://intra.mdef.es/portal/intradef/Ministerio_de_Defensa/Ejercito_de_Tierra-UCO/UCO/Bienvenida/UCO:324?_nfls=false
http://www.diaper.ejercito.mde.es/